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Hints are written in the same section as words as answers. Check out the hints that trigger answers that end with S, ED, EST, or ING, often that these endings can be penciled in (but not always). Checking the crossers of these answers can help to determine if the end is used. For example, if both the cross-and-down
clue is plural for the two answers that cross in the last letter, chances are the letter is 'S'. Foreign words are marked directly. Short answers are expressed directly whistlestop (Abbr.) = STA or indirectly with an acronym as part of the RR stop clue = STA, these cluing meetings are accepted norms for American-style
puzzles. Crossword puzzle is a game of words where players are given instructions and a number of letters. The player then fills in the table of the box by finding the correct word. Liverpool journalist Arthur. Arthur Wynne was born on June 22, 1871, in Liverpool, England. He emigrated to the United States at the age of
nineteen. He lived in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and worked for the Pittsburgh Press. An interesting side note is that Wynne also plays the violin in the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. Later, Arthur, i'm going He wrote the first crossword puzzle for The New York World, published on Sunday, December 21, 1913. Arthur
Wynne's first crossword puzzle was called crossword and was diamond-shaped. The name later switches to a crossword, and then, as a result of an accidental typo, the hyphen is discarded, and the name becomes a Wynne crossword based on his crossword puzzle in a similar but very old game played in the ancient
Pompeii, translated from Latin to English called Magic Square. In Magic Squares, players are given groups of words and have arranged them in the table so that the words read the same way, cross and down. Crossword puzzles are very similar, except to get words where players are given clues. Arthur Wynne added
other innovations to the crossword puzzle, while the first puzzle was diamond-shaped; he later invented a horizontal and vertical puzzle; and Wynne invented the use of blank black squares, crossword puzzles. The crossword in British publications was published in Pearson's magazine in February 1922, the first
Cristword of the New York Times was published on February 1, 1930, according to the Guinness Book of Records, the first collection of crossword puzzles being published in the United States in 1924. The book, a collection of crossword puzzles from the New York Newspaper World, was an instant success and helped
create the publishing giant Simon & Schuster, who continues to produce crossword books to this day. In 1997, Crossword Weaver was patented by Variety Games Inc. Crossword, the first computer software program to create crossword puzzles. Puzzle
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